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About This Game

-------------------
This app contains content typically considered mature, such as frequent nudity, or sexual content.

The story of the game is the same as "My Butler" for the smartphone version.
-------------------

- What is "My Butler"?
This is a game where you can enjoy falling in love with your personal butler. Each butler is a celebrity; sometimes they'll

approach you softly...and sometimes forcefully.

- The Story
When your aunt asks you to work part-time for her talent agency, you didn't expect to be asked to live in her mansion for three

months! Living together with you as a butlers are an actor, an idol, or a model — all super-famous. But, each one comes with his
own problems...

- The Guys
YONEKURA Shohei

A popular actor. He's arrogant, and likes to tease people. What's the real intention behind his sweet whispers and doting
behavior?

KIRA Yosuke
A famous model who works overseas. He knows how to treat a lady but troubles you every once in a while with his sadistic
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outbursts.

KAMISAKI Makoto
An idol that everyone's talking about. Even though he's blunt and sarcastic, he tries his best to serve you. It seems like he's been

interested in you from the beginning...

- You should play this game if...
...you want to fall in love with a handsome guy.

...you like romance novels, manga, or TV shows.
...you like romance games.

...you like idols and celebrities.
...you like butlers.

-------------------
Character design : Kisaragi Mizu (RED FLAGSHIP)
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Title: My Butler
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Dogenzaka Lab
Publisher:
Dogenzaka Lab
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

English,Simplified Chinese,Japanese
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I'm a huge fan of Otome games but I can't recommend this one.

CONS
- The MC's personality is so non-existing that it's a miracle guys fall for her at all. She has no opinions and just goes along with
whatever your guy says. (I mean, getting naked just cause he told you to when you first met..? Girl, come on..)
- "Nice guy" Route is awful (Makoto is the most abusive of all, trying to basically isolate the MC, I liked Kira's route the most,
he was sweet.)
- Blurry Backgrounds.
- Story is pretty meh.

Not really a con since I new it from the start but I would have liked more that 3 routes. Those other two butlers for example.

PROS
- Nice Character art and CG
- Music that's not annoying. (It's repetetive, but it's piano so it just fades into the background). I can't fully explain just how bad
this game is. I completed one out of three routes (Kira Yousuke ) and I have absolutely no desire to go back and try the others.
The characters from the other routes as well as non-romanceable characters make appearances for story purposes and the only
thing that I can say about them is that they were all equally obnoxious. Kira had the wonderful character nuance of giggling like
a school girl quite often which grated on my nerves. "Hehehehe!"

The route characters did not seem to be fleshed out and had very severe and random personalities to the point where I found it
jarring. I have heard that other games from this publisher are worthwhile but I honestly don't know if I am going to give them
the chance due to the level of bad this thing is.

The art was alright but not spectacular. The character designs were mediocre and sometimes I found myself mistaking one
character for another because they looked very similar. I would not recommend this to anyone who likes visual novels or wants
to try them.. Alright, Im gonna post this with the admittance I'm not really a *fan* of visual novels (though I do play them time
to time just to kill a few hours if I dont want to focus on an action game/MMO) and I've so far only been through Kira's route

I picked this up because steam suggested it and it was cheap. At first I found it incredibly forced and cringey. You're a college
aged naive and purehearted woman who's been sent to live in your wealthy relative's mansion and be waited on by a bunch of
hot young guys. Because this is Japan and of course you do. I found the premise of it, as well as how sudden and over the top the
flirting and touching was, pretty over the top, but as I continued to play, things started to tone down a bit and by the end of it, I
found it pretty sweet. The art is fantastic, and while I didn't like Kira so much at first (I cant comment on the other guys yet), I
was pretty fond of him by the end of his path.

Things I was less fond of- the music is incredibly repeatitive, and loops at a rather jarring spot. The character you play as is just
a little *too* 'cute' and 'purehearted'. But this is Japan where Im living with an actor, a model, and an idol waiting on me, so
what do I know. There's several grammar mistakes, making some lines really hard to understand.

For the price though, it was fun and I'll have to get to the other paths soon. The cringeyness of the beginning may just have been
specific to Kira.. About time there's some of these games for girls/gay guys to play! I'm enjoying it :3. I was very unhappy with
this game. The art is nice and the story seemed interesting but the characters were terrible. Both Kira and Yonekura's routes
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started off with them physically harassing the MC and forcing her to undress in their first encounter and I was unable to play
passed the first chapter of both their routes. Makoto's route was the lesser evil and I was able to play it but I found him too
clingy and childish. He was forceful at times but not as much as the other two. I was expecting more but I must say that I was
disappointed.. I could only make it through one route. This is the worst otome game I have played. The plot is nonsensical, the
writing is cringe worthy and the art and backgrounds feel like something from games I played in the mid 90s. Nothing
noteworthy here. I have played two other Dogenzaka games and I can't say I am a fan of this publisher. Stories lack depth and
polish. UI is clunky and ugly. A lot better options out here. Do not recommend.. Hilariously creepy game. Love it. Though the
protagonist is really nothing like me at all, so kinda hard to relate. It seems like the main characters in a lot of this dev's games
are all that way too. Kinda submissive and awkward and...well...idk, stereotypical Japanese female? @___@;; Wish there were
more guys to choose from and possibly a female maid but then it wouldn't be a butler-centric game, I suppose. Still need
moarrr.. The negative reviews aren't wrong, but hey, some of us are into that. The three men are two sadists (one arrogant
kamidere, one the secretly sadistic prince) and one clumsy tsun/yandere mix. They all ignore the heroine's agency and their
behaviour is abusive and definitely in non-con territory. If you don't like that in a fantasy, skip this game, and probably skip
Dogenzaka Labs in general.

For the folks like me who like our fantasy dudes to be possessive, sadistic ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥s, this isn't bad! It's a quick, cheap one-
shot game, you won't fall in love with it or the characters or story, but it has some sexy moments and a few decent CGs. Buy it
on sale, it's fine for playing the characters once, but won't have you going back or obsessing over getting every route like better
otomes.
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These "butlers" are not butlers, to save you the time: in the prologue you find out they're famous guys that need discipline so
they're playing as butlers. They're all pretty much awful people to the protag, they aren't interesting. I'd rather date the two
butlers in the mansion that you aren't allowed to date. It's a very unfortunate game for anyone who likes butlers.. don't let my
play time fool you, this game was a huge waste of time and a HUGE bore.
(the reason to why its long is because 1. im a slow reader and 2. there were so many times that i had to stop and take a break
while asking myself why i continue with this damn game).

so why is it bad? well.. this whole game is like a cheap hentai. the senarios and the motivations that the characters have is just
there for the smut, there is no logic to be found.
and the worse part? there is no real smut!! there is veeeeeeery vague implication that the characters maaaaaaybe did some hands
stuff and possibly did "it" but its so sublte and vague that you are never sure.

but does a VN need to have (good or any) smut to be good? of course not.
does it have to be logical all the time? no, BUT at least then have some interesting ideas!

the characters made no sense and they WERE. SO. BORING.
they had little to no character, i wish i could go more in detail as to why they were but there is nothing to say other than just that:
they were boring and forgetful.
the art was fine and even good at times. the music was ok but it only had like two song that you get sick of veeeery fast.

if you wanna play a game with good characters and fun (implied) smut, play Pub Encounter.
don't waste time or money on this.
. Oh my god I love this game! I would deffiantly recomend this game to all the girls. Only done one happy ending but that's all I
needed to make me happy. Get waited on you hand and foot with handsome men wanting nothing but you. This game will
awaken your inner romantic (or inner fanatic in my case).. Such sweet romances~
I was first drawn to this game due to the thought that having a romance with my own butler was very appealing.
I have noticed a few bugs/problems with the game within the script or etc.  (Example: During Makoto's happy ending when Kira
isn't wearing his glasses while saying goodbye to the mc, but when it show's the close-up of his face he's wearing them again,
then it show's the previous no-glasses version straight after).  But overall, I have enjoyed both the characters and the stories told
within this and I'm happy to have wasted my time playing everyone's routes~~

Kirraaaaa~ ぁぃ(｡･ω･｡)ﾉ♡. The premise of this game is nuts. Celebrities turned butlers to learn how to treat women right?
Yeah. Spoiler alert: they don't treat MC-chan right.

While sprites and CGs are gorgeous, the backgrounds are blurry and pixelated (some have been fixed in an update, but many are
still pretty wonky lookingg). The music playing in the background is okay, few forgettable tracks that don't get in the way. I like
that.

Now, about the guys.
I brute forced Yonekura's achievements by skipping, since the very first scene of his route made me kinkshame his foot fetish
pretty hard and then I couldn't take him seriously anymore. I can't say much about him, despite the fact that I kind of thought he
was cool in the other two routes.
Kira was a pleasant surprise. I often whine that in these games, the S-type characters throw terms like 'punishment', 'naughty
girl' and other 50 Shades-lite stuff. His route was like that, but with the added bonus of him being actually pretty clumsily in
love and his conflict being explored quite well. He was surprisingly cute with MC-chan in the second half of the route.
Kamisaki... I feel like his description isn't actually telling anythin about his personality. I thought he would be the cute fluffy
romance option, but he's a super annoying tsundere going for yandere. I thought his route was actually pretty creepy, given that
everybody around MC-chan was warning her that he wasn't behaving in a healthy way, but the choices to reach the happy ending
were those in which MC-chan was oblivious and forgiving of his toxicity. Eventually in the end he realizes he crossed the line
and apologized, but man...

Despite the name 'My Butler', the only real butlers are the two guys in the background (me wants a Kagurazaka route!). Also,
the focus is literally on the budding relationship, as MC does nothing for 3 months (which means she has no goals, little
motivation, no friends... super generic, overly pure & clumsy & oblivious MC).
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I did enjoy to a degree the two routes that I read, but I would have preferred getting Kira's route on mobile instead of the
bundle. On the positive side, the bundle has all routes, sequels and date scenarios, so if all the guys sound appealing to you, it's a
better deal.. What the hell is wrong with the MC here? She's a total flirt!Yuck! I know Dogenzaka's mc are all like that (except
for Pub encounter and destiny princess) but in here she's too much, I don't even see any reason for guys to like her. And hello
what's the use of resisting if its all on your mind girl. Try saying it you have a mouth to speak dont just use that for kissing!
Some guy kissed your feet and you're saying " maybe its part of the massage?" This mc's stupidity is really something.
Its just too bad cause i like all the routes, I recommend the game, but i dont recommend the mc, lol. But if you think you can
take it then go, but only buy this on sale cause its only has 3 routes.
(sorry for bad english)
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